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at this moment in time 25
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battalion, origin of 45
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batter, origin of 44
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battle, origin of 45
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〈wr〉 136
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flack 4
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flower and floar, origin of 40
flu, creation of 58
folk etymology 28
fortuitous, misinterpretation 28–9
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French 72, 155, 161
  former international language 84, 85
  Michif 177–80
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  invention of ‘English’ words 31–8
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  compounds possible (fridge magnet) 59
  creation of 58
  inflections possible 59
  informal nature of 59
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Frisian 158, 159
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  creation of 58
Garbo, Greta 83
garlic, origin of 39
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  Celtic settlement 90
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  former international language 84
  High 159
  Low 158, 159
goodbye
  creation of 61
  googolplex, derivative of googol 61
gorilla, origin of 40–1
Gower, John 100, 101
grammar and glamour 5–6
granny (grandmother), creation of 58
Greek 72–3, 89, 159
  see also English, history of language;
  language age; history of recorded
  languages
Greenland, origin of name 65
Grimm, Jacob 91
grimoire 5
guesstimate, formation of 60
Gujarati 167
Gym
  compounds possible (gym shoes) 59
  creation of 58
  inflections possible 59
hamburger, reanalysis of 60, 61–2
hankie
  creation of 58
  informal nature of 59
Hayworth, Rita 83
Harry Potter 5
helpmeet, misinterpretation of 62
Hepburn, Katharine 118
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dispersal 91
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  northern 91; settlement 91
  western 91
First Germanic Consonant Shift
  (Grimm’s Law) 91
grammar 90
  grammatical innovations 90
homeland 90
lexis 90
North-Sea Germanic 93, 158, 159
Runic futhark 93, 94, 167
survival of German in Italy 92
survival of Gothic in Crimea 92
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geyser, origin of 55
Gibson girl 4
gig, origin of 49
girl, problems with etymology 44
Godfather, The 86
going to construction 27–8
goodbye 23
googol
  creation of 61
  googolplex, derivative of googol 61
gorilla, origin of 40–1
Gower, John 100, 101
grammar and glamour 5–6
granny (grandmother), creation of 58
Greek 72–3, 89, 159
  see also English, history of language;
  language age; history of recorded
  languages
Greenland, origin of name 65
Grimm, Jacob 91
grimoire 5
guesstimate, formation of 60
Gujarati 167
Gym
  compounds possible (gym shoes) 59
  creation of 58
  inflections possible 59
hamburger, reanalysis of 60, 61–2
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  creation of 58
  informal nature of 59
Hayworth, Rita 83
Harry Potter 5
head, origin of 40
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heroin 39
Hindi-Urdu 167
Hippo
creation of 58
informal nature of 59
hit parade 4
Hittite 159
hodie (Latin) > aujourd’hui (French) 24–5
Home and Away, soap opera 17
Hopper, Dr Grace Murray, and the origin of bug 50
Huns 92, 93
Huxley, Aldous 4
/hw/-loss 15–16

Icelandic 159
Illyrian 159
‘I’m like’ construction 10–11
Indo-Europeans and Indo-European 86–8, 158, 159
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dispersal 88–90
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Anatolian 89; Hittite 89
Armenian 89
Baltic 89
Celtic 89–90; metallurgy 90
Dacian 89
Germanic, see separate entry
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Illyrian 89
Indo-Iranian 89; Indic 89; Iranian 89
Italic 89
Macedonian 89
Slavonic 89; Old Church Slavonic 168
Thracian 89
Tocharian 89
grammar 87
horse-based culture 88
homeland 86
metallurgy 87
numerals 87
pastoralism 88
phonology 87
social organisation 87
infomercial, commercial formation of 60
intercourse 6–7
Iran 89
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Irish 85, 159
Italy 85, 92, 159
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Japanese 176
jazz, origin of 46–9
jelly roll, origin of 49
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juke, origin of 49
Kacirk, Jeffrey 6
Kasner, Edward, role in creation of googol 61
Keats, John 12–14
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Cherokee 168
Chinese 166, 168, 184
Cree 168
hieroglyphics, Egyptian 162–3, 164, 166, 167
Hittite 165
Indian languages, modern 168
Indus Valley civilisation 164
Japanese 168
Korean 168
Linear A 165
Linear B 165, 166
Maldivian scripts 167
Meroitic 167
Mexican, early literacy 167
Mayan 167
Ogham 167
Persian 167
proto-Elamite 164
reasons for relative lateness of writing 163
South American languages, modern 168
Sumerian 163–4, 166, 167; see also Sumerian
syllabary 165
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languages change over time 155–6
no language older than another 161
separation 156–60
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 pidgins 170–4, 182, 183  
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Norse influence on English 1
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Norwegian 155, 159
noun plurals in English, analogy 34, 35–6
nylon, creation of 61, 62

occupy, history of 41–2
Olivier, Laurence 1
Owl and the Pussycat, The, 62, 63
Oxford English Dictionary 120
Oxford University Press, spelling policy 114

paint, cosmetic 1–2
palatalisation, English 31–2
Palm Springs, as an inappropriate name 65
Papuan languages 133–6, 177
Papua New Guinea 172, 177
Paralympics, formation of 60
Paston Letters 113
past tense in English verbs, analogy 35
pea, back-formation of 60
penguin, problems with etymology 42
Pepys, Samuel 8
perfect aspect, English 9
Philadelphia 116–23
phone, creation of 58
Pimlico, origin of name 67–70

place names,
Basque, outside present Basque country 71
Celtic, within Basque country 72
‘fading’ of names 73–7
in Europe 75; names of cities 75; names of countries 75; names of mountain ranges 75; names of rivers 75
lack of ‘fading’ in Australia 75–6; if similar elsewhere 76–7
New York 74
speed of ‘fading’ 75
Taj Mahal 74
French names in British Isles 72
incidental names
in Australia 77
in USA 77
origins and development of 64–83
methodology of 65, 70
newly discovered territory
New York State 80
extraterrestrial territory 80–3; planets and moons 81; the surface of the Moon 81; the surface of Venus 81–3
of the eastern United States
of European origin 71
of native origin 71

and politics 77–80
contemporary change to preferred native names 79
competition between German and Polish names 77
competition between Ayers Rock and Uluru 78
English forms of Italian and French names 78
English language preference for Russian over native Ukrainian names 78
Hawai’i 79–80
in Belgium 78–9
Mount Everest, names for 78
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replacement of Spanish by Basque names 78
Scandinavian names in British Isles 72
examples 72
prehistory 70–3
Pope, Alexander 155
Prague, origin of name 67
pre-Greek language traces in Greek 72–3
common-noun evidence 73
place-name evidence 72
Presley, Elvis 86
prestige
covert 38
overt 38
prez (president) informal nature of 59
printing
introduction to Europe 101
introduction to England 101
promo (promotion), creation of 58
pronouns in English, avoidance of ambiguity 26, 98
progressive passive, in English 8–9

Quechua 176, 177

rabbit ears 4
Raleigh, Sir Walter 66, 85
connection to name Pimlico 68
ramble 39
/r/-dropping 11–12
Received Pronunciation (RP) 15, 19–20
see also English
reduction 24
reinforcement as a reaction 24–5
reflo (refugee; Australian), creation of 58
reinforcement 24–5
rhino, creation of 58
Robson, Flora 122
rock ‘n’ roll, origin of 49
rockumentary, commercial formation of 60
Roller (Rolls-Royce; upper-middle-class British), creation of 59